
  

Decarbonize   Your   Film   Project   
A   Handy   Guide   to   Climate-Friendly   Set   Power   

By   Kerri   Coombs   

By   2030,   the   City   of   Vancouver    wants   to   see   our   diesel   generators   gone ,   and   can   you   blame   
them?    Towable   diesel   generators   create   public   safety   hazards   and   noise   complaints    all   over   
the   city,   and   with   dozens   of   projects   shooting   on   location   at   any   given   time,   dealing   with   all  
those   phone   calls   must   be   an   enormous   headache.   

It’s   also   not   the   best   look   for   a   city   that   is   working   their   way   through   a    climate   emergency   
action   plan    to   allow   the   entertainment   industry   to   belch   carbon   willy   nilly   all   over   the   city   
streets.   

Since   our   equipment   is   not   the   kind   you   can   just   plug   into   a   wall,   they’ve   been   doing   their   part   
to   create   a    film   production   clean   power   network    by   adding   grid   tie-ins   in   our   most   frequently   
used   circus   and   shooting   locations.   

But   what   if   you   want   to   shoot   somewhere   else?   Productions   are   already   finding   it   more   and   
more   difficult   to   get   permits   to   film   at   locations   in   the   city   that   require   a   towable   diesel   
generator   to   power   their   work   day.   

That’s   why   I’ve   created   this   how-to   manual   for   gaffers   who   need   to   plan   a   film   set   grid   using   
electric   power,   such   as   the   battery   units   available   for   rental   from    Portable   Electric ,    SIM ,   or   
White’s .   

Step   One:   Put   Sustainability   First   
Every   DOP   has   their   favourite   fixtures.   The   longer   they’ve   been   in   the   business,   the   more   likely   
it   is   that   they’ll   insist   there’s   nothing   that   compares   to   the   specific   “look”   of   a   twenty   thousand   
watt   tungsten   fixture,   so   they   absolutely   must   have   one   of   these   for   each   of   the   ten   windows   
on   your   interior   night   shoot   location.     

Get   used   to   suggesting   low-consumption   alternatives.    LED   fixtures   are   already   capable   of  
nearly   everything   that   a   less   efficient   tungsten   or   HMI   fixture   can   do,   and   more   of   them   are   
coming   online   every   day.   At   the   same   time,   cameras   are   becoming   increasingly   sensitive   and   no   
longer   need   the   blindingly   bright   movie   lighting   of   the   early   days   of   digital   cinematography   to   
capture   high   quality   footage.   

By   consistently   making   sustainability   a   priority   as   your   lighting   plan   evolves   (especially   at   
production   meetings   where   decision   makers   can   hear   your   suggestions)    you   can   eliminate   
many   of   the   headaches   of   carbon-free   set   lighting   before   they   begin.   

The   more   effectively   you   can   plan   your   entire   project   around   the   principle   of   low   energy   
consumption,   the   easier   it   will   be   to   transition   to   using   electric   stored   power,   and   phase   out   
climate-killing   generators.   
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https://council.vancouver.ca/20190724/documents/cfsc8.pdf
https://vancouver.ca/green-vancouver/vancouvers-climate-emergency.aspx
https://vancouver.ca/green-vancouver/vancouvers-climate-emergency.aspx
https://vancouver.ca/doing-business/film-production-clean-power-network.aspx
https://portable-electric.com/#product-series
https://www.siminternational.com/sim-unveils-mobile-battery-stations/
https://www.whites.com/rental-equipment/lighting-grip/batteries-inverters/standalone/moviequiet-eco-26


  

Step   Two:   Calculate   Your   Power   Budget     

In   step   one,   you   finally   persuaded   the   DOP   to   leave   the   big   guns   at   the   rental   house   and   use   
more   efficient   fixtures.   Now   you’re   creating   lighting   plans   for   each   location   and   shooting   day.   

At   this   stage,   you’ve   decided   what   kind   of   fixtures   you’ll   be   using   and   how   many   of   them   you’re   
going   to   need,   plus   or   minus   a   few   decisions   you’ll   be   making   on   the   day.   Your   genny   op   knows   
what   needs   to   happen   at   circus   to   run   power   to   all   the   trucks.   So   far,   you’re   not   doing   anything   
you   haven’t   done   a   hundred   times   before.   

Here’s   where   power   planning   gets   a   little   different   from   what   you’re   used   to.    Based   on   the   
idea   of   limitless   fossil   fuel   power,   our   traditional   power   planning   formula   is   extra-simple:   

We   drop   a   200   amp   disconnect   and   a   6X60   every   hundred   feet   or   so,    everywhere   that   anyone   
might   conceivably   want   to   plug   so   much   as   a   phone.   Then    we   roll   in   enough   diesel   generators   
to   power   them   all   at   once,   and   leave   them   running   all   day   long.   

  

  

  

In   other   words,   we’ve   gotten   used   to   running   all   the   cars   all   day   long   just   in   case   someone   
wants   to   listen   to   the   radio.     

Soon,   we   won’t   be   able   to   do   that   any   more.   
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To   use   electric   set   power,   you   need   a   power   budget.   
Your   “power   budget”   is   the   combined   storage   capacity   of   your   electric   power   units.    Unlike   a   
putt   putt   or   diesel   genny,   which   can   be   topped   up   whenever   the   fuel   runs   out,   when   your   
batteries   are   done,   they’re   done   for   the   day.   The   only   solution   is   grid   access   for   recharging,   or   
more   batteries.   So   you   need   to   know   exactly   how   long   they’ll   last   and   how   many   you’ll   need.     

Fortunately,   you   can   precisely   calculate   your   battery   needs   in   advance.   
The   storage   capacity   of   a   Portable   Electric   5K   unit,   for   example,   is   5   kilowatt   hours.   In   other   
words,   it   can   power   5000   watts   for   one   hour,   or   it   can   power   1000   watts   for   5   hours.   It’s   just   a   
matter   of   doing   the   math.   You   can   look   at   the   sticker   on   the   back   of   any   fixture   on   your   lighting   
truck   and   determine   exactly   how   many   hours   your   5K   unit   can   power   it   by   dividing   5000   by   
whatever   it   says   next   to   “watts”   on   the   sticker.     

This   is   simple   and   straightforward   math,   but   buckle   up,   because   we’re   just   getting   started.   

You’re   going   to   need   more   than   one   battery   unit,   and   you’ve   got   more   than   one   movie   light   to   
worry   about.   There’s   also   video   village,   crafty,   heaters,   hair   dryers,   curlers   and   flatteners,   and     a   
million   other   little   things   that   come   up   on   the   day   that   can   unexpectedly   blow   your   power   
budget.    You   need   to   include   everything   that   uses   power   in   your   power   budget.   

That’s   not   all.   The   crafty   toaster   doesn’t   suck   up   850   watts   all   day   long.   It   uses   850   watts   for   a   
couple   of   minutes   at   a   time   whenever   somebody   feels   like   a   slice   of   toast.    You   need   to   factor   
run   time   into   your   calculations   for   an   accurate   power   budget.  

Finally,   you’re   probably   not   going   to   be   running   your   fixtures   at   100%   right   off   the   hop.   If   
you’re   smart,   you’re   going   to   bring   your   LED   fixtures   online   at   about   50   or   75%.   Then   you   can   
boost   them   on   demand   and   look   like   a   pro,   rather   than   make   your   crew   flail   around   flying   in   
ASAP   fixtures   when   the   cameras   are   about   to   roll   and   the   DOP   decides   they   need   more   light.   
Estimated   intensity   can   dramatically   impact   your   power   budget.  

So   how   do   you   turn   all   those   words   into   simple   math?   
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Battery   Storage   
Capacity   (kWh)   

  

=   

  

Total   Run   
Time   (Hours)  

Combined   Fixture   
Wattage   (kW)   

Fixture   Wattage   (kW)     

x   Run   Time   (h)     

x   Intensity   (%)   

Energy   Requirement   (kWh)   
  



  

Don’t   torture   yourself.   Make   a   power   budget   spreadsheet.   
When   you   tackle   the   job   of   writing   down   all   these   details,   if   you’re   using   the   back   of   a   napkin   at   
the   lunch   table,   you’re   going   to   run   out   of   napkins.   The   best   way   to   ease   that   pain   is   to    create   a   
spreadsheet   that   allows   you   to   tweak   the   parameters   and   spits   out   accurate   numbers   
automatically,   like   this   one.     

  

  

  

This   is   a   super-simplified   sample   I   made   for   this   tutorial.   If   this   is   not   your   kind   of   thing,    I   can   
make   your   spreadsheet   for   you ,   customize   it   based   on   your   fixtures   and   power   solutions,   
protect   any   fields   containing   tricky   formulas,   and   leave   you   with   a   pain-free   method   of   
planning   your   power   budgets   for   your   entire   show.   

Email    kerri@firedance.ca    for   a   quote.   
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Step   Three:   Plan   Your   Beautifully   Cable-Free   Grid     

Now   that   you’re   ready   to   take   that   big   leap   into   carbon-free   set   power,   you’ll   soon   realize   the   
many   benefits   of   using   zero-emissions   technology   to   power   your   production.   

● No   noise   
● No   fumes   
● No   long,   messy   cable   runs   
● Power   exactly   where   you   need   it   

One   of   the   coolest   things   about   something   like   a   Voltstack   is   that   you   can   roll   it   right   onto   set   
or   into   video   village   and   have    clean,   safe,   silent   power,   exactly   where   you   need   it .   

Using   a   diesel   towable   means   parking   it   a   block   away   because   of   the   stench   and   the   noise,   then  
running   a   web   of   cable   to   wherever   you   might   need   power.   This   creates   tripping   hazards,   
provokes   constant   repatching   because   the   cable’s   in   the   shot,   and   has   terrible   ergonomic   
impacts   on   your   lighting   and   rigging   crew.   
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Using   small   battery   units   allows   you   to   decentralize   your   power   grid.     

A   “decentralized   power   grid”   means   putting   power   sources   exactly   where   you   need   them.   
For   example,   you   can   power   video   village   with   a   5K   sitting   right   outside   the   tent.   You   can   
power   a   tricky   bit   of   garden   gaffing   in   the   deep   BG   by   hiding   a   2K   in   the   shrubbery.   You   can   
plop   a   5K   at   the   base   of   your   fixtures.   

Especially   In   sensitive   locations,   running   a   web   of   cable   from   a   towable   to   everywhere   else   can   
be   problematic.   For   example,   locations   might   demand   that   you   lay   down   cardboard   or   carpet   
protection   everywhere   the   cable   goes.   And   that’s   a   pain.   

If   you’re   planning   your   grid   based   on   the   old   idea   of   using   one   great   big   juicy   power   source   to   
run   absolutely   everything,   you’re   missing   out   on   the   biggest   advantages   of   using   battery   power   
—    you   can   eliminate   most   of   the   messy   cable   from   your   shooting   location.   

  

  

  
Congratulations!   

  

You   made   it.   You   now   know   everything   you   need   to   know   to   take   the   guesswork   out   of   your   
emissions-free   shooting   day.     

  
If   you   have   any   questions,   or   need   some   help   planning   for   your   low   or   no   carbon   production,   

feel   free   to   email    kerri@firedance.ca .   
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